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Appendix A
The main objective

of the project is to develop two dimensional analytical,model
of drain current for
based material Ring FET which can be used
further for assessing the analog and linearity
performance ofthe device' For RF performance
assessment, various electrical parameters such as unity
gain cut-off frequency (fr), maximum
oscillation frequency (&"J, intrinsic delay, etc. shall be
extracted
through extensive device simulation. The
circuit performance of the Ring FET shall also be studied
through RingFET based inverter logic gates, flip-flop
and SRAM. Application of Ring FET as a sensor
shall be explored in the last phase of the project.
using the analytical model and through exhaustive
device simulations, an optimized device o"rig,
shall be proposed having enhancement in the cross
sensitivity towards sensing material.
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research problem to the research schorar
and comprete

- II

Two dimensional

analytical model for drain culent shall
be developed for III-v Ring FET drain
current
expression shall be used to derive the
trans-conductanc" rg,i uralir-ilgt
order derivatives useful for
assessing the linearity performance.
".

rne anatyti"ur
or-o*r-"orductance (g-) and drainconductance (96) shall be useful ror
"rpr*"rrio,
aeriving-analytical
.*pr"rrio.,
of trans-conductance generation
eff,rciency (g./Ia.), intrinsic gain (g^/gJ
anj ot_r".i.tu.rce (R").
Brief Review

"Two
a

dimensional

(i'

cylindrical coordinates),, analytical drain current
model of

nanoscale RingFET architecture has
been developed

,;d,"".n;;;ilirtt
,r"h ;r';;;*er.

,i,nutrted data using ATLAS
length
modulation, velocity
scattering' and drain-induced barrier
"ff.ttr,
lowering,
are taken under consideration while deveioping
model' A bandgap narrowing model
the
has
the impact of higher channel
doping' The modeled results

3D device simulator. Major short-"rru*J-

;.dFili;;UifiHe

Jf the r*f";;;;;"tiai, eiectric {i"ra,1-f*n"ra
vortage (vtr,), subthreshord
slope, drain current and
trans-conductance have been verified
by
comparing with those of the ATLAs
:-o aerice simulation. rnelnnu"nce of the drain radius and
regions on-it. electrical characteiistics
of the a"ui""- rru, urro
3::Xfillrthe"osource/drain
"The impact of channel material
engineering (i.e.

III-v

compound

semiconductor) and gate oxide
engineering on the RingFET architectrire
h;;
investigated.'ihe investigation involves trie
study of
various electrical parameters like drive
.r.."n1(Io,-vuJ,Ih..rtor,l u"rtug. (vt6), Subthreshold
(SS), Drain tnduced BTtul ro*".ing
Slope

;'"*

f5;{l?;

#nffi;il

iorel-t ioVo#
;;;;"rdrctance generation efficiency
Aeu.t fro.""d
,r,"* ..ri"i,itv issuJs tn" .*...,ru. gut"

f:JiT.H:::*"';t"*'

"A novel device desigr i.e'
.SkinDeep Insulated.Extension-RingFET (i.e. SDIE-RingFET) has been
proposed that incorporates the
effects of dietectric.
R-i?rgFEi u.rrrit".t*".
ngcket
performance matrices like IoN/Iope,
analog
v.n r;x
srbihr;;ili;
r,ri-igt1 Device efficiency (e-ll6.;,
conduction band enersv (cBE) *o
o" temperature
-iirgrrr haue been siuaied to investigate theimpact of
skin Deep Insulated Extension (sDrE
"r""t
architecture. tnsulated extension enhances

;fi

il

"v;tJ;

;;

immunity of the device against'shoichannel-,Effe.t,
the
uv ,"Jr.ir["rorr and providing a higher
ION/IOFF ratio apart fromimprov"d
thr";h;il;oltage rolr-Lff. ro uJoition, SDIE also pr"u*t,
dopant
from source/drain to brk, A;r.b; alleviating
the bulk punch-through effect and hence
$iffl:"
In the completion of phase-Il, the following
work was published.
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For RF performance assessment,
various electrical parameters such as unity gain
cut-off frequency (fr),
maximum oscillation frequency (f
-",), intrinsic deiay, etc. rrraii,
through
extensive device
simulation' To assesslhe tl'.i.iiv p.rr"r.u.ce
"-orcted
of tle
derice,
simple
and
reliable metrics
(VIPz, ViP:, IIP3, IMD3 etc.) shail
"or""-ed
f" .rrfuut"O.

Brief Review
"TCAD based investigation-of RingFET architecture
has been ca*ied for high frequency applications.
ATLAS TCAD device,simulation rirt*ur.
t u, u.*lt{ i";ilr"its tire ningrET performance
and are
also compared with the equivalent rrr[
vtosrsr. pa.am"te.s

luch us, cut-off frequency, max.
transducer power gain, Stem Stability
a"to., unilateral po*., g"ir, Iiutt".irg purameters
and parasitic
capacitance (i'e' c*, and cr6) are evaiuated.
tvturt*u.
;ii;A;ericy of 3.2 rHz has been achieved
with RingFET (having drain- outside;
at 32nrnchannel length. with the reduction in
substrate doping, gate work-fun"tio"
unJ Lnrrarc:T..t
gut" ,ottug" superior cut-off frequency
can
be achieved' Due to asymmetric nature
of RingFET architJc;",
cut-off frequency is observed
in drain inside RingFET (i'e' 3'a
to drain out ii". erro, the change in gate to
source
c*' with

ui.tii."t*. il,
ii
Tiz)."-pha

ffffiiffi::

substrate dopin!

ir;;,

ir r,igh". tn .o.np*rron1" g". to drain

capacitance cra in

"Impact of Double Gate on
(DG-RingFET) architecture has been
investigated for better
gate control and suppressed short
-RingFET
channel Bffeits (saErt;lrg Airas :o
device simulator. The
analog performance metrics

explored u.. a.uin .u...n!'rio,-fij, *ans-conductance
(g-), device
efficiencv (9-116,), and earlv
yo.rtaqe rv"JLlaaiti", t" i-rriliil"ffi'u"t uuiour of
DG-RingFET

been investigated in terms of thiri-"i0",
""itre.
inter rnodulation dis,o.,i;,

!1,'liiift';.ttf-order

ilJ:T"!t poi* ivhrl,

has

third-order

;" also compared"ur.-.ni'irr....p,
with the single

Grvro,iu,iJ.;;il,

"The two-dimensional analytical model
for DG-RingFET architecture has also
been developed in this
paper using parabolic approach.
Moreover, tfre.implact
variations like drain radii and
position ofdrain, i.e. inside or outside
th";h'";; ring on "f
ofDG_RingFET

;;;h";il;
th"p;;;;;ce
has also been assessed
{nugt "f high-K;;;ai.r"i.i"on il;ffi;rnce
been observed which results
i,

rup..To.

ro;;L;g

with deterior"tio,

i,

architecture

of DG-RingFET has also
i*r.uge current ,,

In the completion of phase-Ill, the following
work was published.
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Kumari, Sanjeev Singh, Manoj Saxena and
Mridula Gupta ,,RingFET Architecture
for High Frequency appficatilns: TCAD based
Assessment, Commnnicated in EDKcon_
2018.
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threshold Drain current model of oouute
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Investigation rol
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The circuit performance
gf tl: Rrg FET (i.e. Ring FET based inverter logic gates, flip-flop and
SRAIO shall be studied in this. prr^9 trr.ough
exh-austive a"ri"" uro circuit simulation and
also
compared

with the other conventional device alchitectures
based circuits to assess its (i.e. Ring FET)
usability for high speed low power digital
apptication.

Brief Review

,Ii:",llrf:::1-*3:f*":ll :$i:-:ng
y?i::':::l:"1':fl
Tl!',Yg-Rfi cFEifi

on
performance of RingFEr
i.e.
,;ililffi
ffi ;**TT;il;ilH::T:"i;ii"",#l
the

architecture

Dual

c-R#;i#'ffi 8ililffi}
*:::#fl
,T::,",11"'#:,1T:^*r!:iy::l,n:r,.;i;;;;;;,fi
architect,res'
rhe impact
srtla"r*.*;ffi;;ffi;;'.?;i;i#iffi-;li
r"":
ft:""
3^lrisrr-r
been
presented.
Various
rmportant
analog
,.,,1T1,iffi1,". r*.ri1fi1.o,a,.t#
3::i:1,'"T:,H*^:.iTfa!!{-;, a.",1-,"#""ii,."r,
an"Jg-,i;-,h"*;;i;;#i*"\"Jii-ffii:;ffiffi?[';
fr

rvr"r
3,;";:$?ffi*,TiJ"l-{I*);:l1l':1i"*,:
py"c,$rf:'"T,:::^*_*y9!__rrwe,1er;d d; il";;;;;,#""[ilo*#Jo"$llil iliil#il,iii
oi',"'iT#T,IIl";ilT;:iT
shtdv
n^ioo
.-^..^:-:
study
nolse
margin of
the
device.
In
addition
r1
#
to
o.,ltll'..Xt
tr," JJri l i#Ti
of
ilffi1f,?1:l# architectu." for digitat
DMG-RingFET
,.:l circuit application.,,
ryli'il.ro."u

Xgiy,f lll#

In the completion of phase-IV, the following
work was published.
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optimized
'hdr deviice
device design shall be dev-eloped through
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Inorderthecheck,h",:::,^,iui.{ofRingFETarchitecture,behavior"rnffi
has

been
gas, parriar pr"rrr." oi,r,e
ff-ffi}|;,'":
'6o;;;
sas on to the gate resurts in
of the catalytic
gate thereby i"uOine to
ofr fhee rte,,i^o
ir, ,^,, r, on,{ +r._.I^r^,: e c^^*-^u,.-l J ;; ;qffi;ffi ff
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change in Ioff when device
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ff
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highlv sensitive
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d e
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1_'

the device is
against-gr'r;il;;rH#;. arrr"-[irl;;."u:,=";rV.
Dirferent rrr_v compound
GAli'
I"GAN,;il croj gr atro ueen ,..0',I.i*t the sensitiviry
ro siricon.

semiconductors (i'e'

compared
GaAs ha^s',ri*,.,..'.rlr,.r
workfunction (due to exposure
orgas inotecutesl

of the device.

T"bl[t,;;;;; rhe_change in ron wirh sate
is ro,"oi'r'iJ, iirguu,
sensitivitv of RingFET
compared to s,icon, the
cutiilft'"N {", rrigt ;ffiffi;ards gas
1u''1,s
been observed that- reductio-n
molecules. It has also
".
i, ;;;i;"oirg ,""rrilH;;;ll#ion
RingFET' Differeni *r".ai"r.#"r
in sensitivity of the burk
n#'r[T.u_-n ,r.d ;; ;rd;;,e rhe
RingFEr' Comparedio Sio2
sensitivity of the burk
baseJ crii-riirerEl,

change in

tnwith

gas molecule;

a, rrrgrr".

nrd;;;';1.i."-;c

"ffiel
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The work done in this phase
is yet to be communicated.
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Appendix C

ACHIEYEMENTS FROM THE
PROJECT

'

flH:',",X'"ffir1'

.

of

for RingFET architecture has
been devetoped which is valid for
shorter

By employing III_V semiconductor,
improvement in

Ion, Io,/Ion ratio and sub_threshold
slope
channer rength is arso

lHffiS:X;:1#'ffi1-#'i'dil'*;" reakage ",*.,' ft"ji-orrwith
o

A nover device
Skin Deep^rnsurated Extension-RingFET
(i.e. SDrE_RingFET) has
been proposed that incorporates
ningner architefture. The
implanted insulated the .n
prevents
current from drain to source
leakage
resulting

tl,f :::

.r

';,.*i;

"ioi.i;;;,';;:k;iin
the .flow of
of forZfor. ratio, TGF

i, irp.ou"_"nt

(S./ta;.

Maximum cut-off frequency
of 3.7 THz

'

been achieved with RingFET (having
outside) architecture at'32nmchannel
-has
drain
length which rr *p".r"ah*
equivarent bulk uosr,pr.
Due to asymmetric nalure
of RingFpi
;equency is observed in drain
inside RingFET (i.e. 3.4
"."[ir*t*.,
THr;;?p*"J,"
drain outside.

lil;.rt.ff

o

Impact of Double. Gate on
RingFET (DG-RingFET) architecture
better gate conkor
rupp.".rlJir,i"n cnu,ri"r E'ffb#&;s). has been investigated for
Apart from superior DC
performance parameters (ie.
Iower srb_ir.,rernora

*a

,:trTi,,filH

'

also shows'b.t,.i

'

ir.i"*"i'r,ier,1r

ru1io and lower DIBL),
order harmonics compared

Full drain current.model for DG-RingFET.has
arso been deveroped and the impactof
high-k
Jdc+irgeEilr,

b".ilrr."ri,*r,.0.
*nn alior".ution i, r.,r"e"

high_K DG_RinsFET

"**,r*"ith;;;?th..;;,i"i",or.

The gate material engineering
technique has also been used
which boost the performance by
suppressing the SCEs in termi
of fo*".-OiSf. anO nigfrlr
Inverter based on DMG_
provide superior

*ffiHL:|o
o

,l;;;ilg|;i,/1rr

avio,

gate diere*ric on the performance

;:i,:Iir';ilr"Hnll:1";f,

'

rlrl".iiiet

""i'. i"'ei,

i.i"rr*i"

"rd"t;;d';;jiuu'i,iry

"on,pared

to RingFEr

Sensitivity of the RingFET
architecture against gas morecures
arso been studied by
changing the work-fuiction
oi-tn"'[Lryi"-qd.-i"-pui"i",ohasbulk
sensitivity against gas.morecule.
higher
tu, u* ach]eved fi-o,i ilrk RingFET.MoSFET,
Among uu.Lu,
(i'e' silicon, cua', rrC"N und
Gde;ri*u'ur"a RingFEr has superior
::il';,""i$*tors

An open platform modeling-based
device simulation

module has been developed which
can be used bv studentsC.uduate, p"; a;;;;;i" *o phD
frra..
Engineering or Applied s"i.;;;
,;;.uiri; ,o have a d;;;;perience on studenrs of
vLSr. This
work focuses on develop*"nt
orcutiu..a
platform has web-bar.d int..fa.;;lrt.h pratform. rn uoaitio, to this the deverooed
gir", trr. ,;;;;;. friendry and versat,e
environment' The platform has
u..n a.rig*d using *Jz.o i..r.nologies.
The frontend
ts powered by HTML5/GSS3
and Javascripq ,rrrii. tr,. uu.t"ro _
the
core
processing
and analytics

unit - is imprement.a m pvfnoN.
source license, thus
students can easily access
this tool in comparison to the exir"tirg
.o*mercial license
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Appendix D
As MoSFET gate length is scaled down to sub-l00
nm, the leakage current drastically increases. But
scaling poses many challenges as it enters
into the nanometer regime. To overpower these challenges,
new materials and novel device architectures
are needed in order to guarantee the ultimate scaling
in
device dimensions and maintain the performance
gain expected from the scaling. Incorporating novel
technological solution to oxide and gate material,
the electric field and the elechostatics in the channel
can be controlled in a more efficient way.
RingFET is one of the non classical bulk MoSFET
architecture offering superior cMos device features
with higher speed, higher density and reduced second
order effects for submicron vLSI applications.
Recent studies invigorated interest in RingFET
device because of its potentially superior scalability
relative to bulk silicon cMos devices' Also,
various new skuctures with different engineering concepts
have been reported to reduce the scEs on
Bulk MosFET platform. Among them Gate Material
Engineering, channel Material Engineering, Double
Gate Engineering technology are very popular for
enhancing the gate controllability, increasing
the carrier mobility and reduction ofgate leakage current.
Apart from immunity against short channel effects,
reliability is a major concem for nanoscale devices.
The scaling hends in MOSFETs, operating conditions,
process induced damage and radiation induced
damage give rise to serious device and circuit
reliability issues. All these degradation mechanisms lead

to generation of localized interface trap charges at the
semiconductor and oxide interface of

the

MOSFET which lead to device performance degradation
in terms of shift in threshold voltage, drain
current and transconductance. International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors mentions
reliability as'or1e. of the "Design Technology challenges"
and calls attention to ,,Design for Reliability.,,
In order to increase the overall design efficiency, it is important
to understand MoSFET-level
degradation by developing analytical compact
models. Then to overcome these degradations, new
device architectures/techniques shall be explored,
which are self sufficient in preventing these malefic
effects' In this dissertation, various novel device engineering
techniques has been investigated over
RingFET architecture by developing analytical model
and extensive device simulation.
In this project, we have investigated

I'

Suitability of RingFET architecture for analog circuit applications
by developing an analytical
model using Evanescent Mode Analysis approach. Investigation
of device geometry on various
analog performance matrices has also been performed.
In addition to this reliability assessment

ofthe device has also been done under the impact ofinterface
hap charges.

2'

New device architecture i.e. Skin Deep insulated Extension
Ring FET has also been proposed
to overcome the punchthough effect.

,.3'

To further enhance the device performance a new architecture
has also been reported i.e. by
using the Gate electrode/oxide material engineering (namely
SMG-RingFET, DMG-
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RingFET'DMG-RingFET)' DMG-RingFET
based inverter has also higher noise margin
compared to bulk RingFET.

4'

5'

Double Gate. RingFET has also been proposed
having higher gate controllability compared to
bulk RingFET' Linearity performance of the Double
Gate RingFET is also superior than bulk
RingFET due to lower higher order harmonics.
Since the detection of gas molecules has
also been immensely important now a days. Thus,
the

suitability of bulk RingFET

as gas sensor has been analysed and compared

MOSFET.

6'

as

with equivalent bulk

Al1 open platform modeling-based device
simulation module has been developed which
can be
used by students (under Graduate, Post
Graduate and PhD students ofEngineering
or Applied
Science streams) to have a hands-on experience
on vLSI. This work focuses on development
of GUI based platform' In addition to trris the
developed platform has web-based interface
which gives the user more friendly and versatile
errui.on-ert. The platform has been designed

using web2'0 technologies. The frontend is powered
by HTML5/CsS3 and JavaScript, while
- the core processing and analytics unit - is implemented in pyrHoN. Since it is
open source license, thus sfudents can easily
access this tool in comparison to the existing
commercial license tools.
the backend
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Appendix E
Summary of the Finding

1' Two dimensional (in

cylindrical coordinates), analytical drain

current model of
a nanoscale RingFET architecture has
been developed. A d;Gup narrowing model
has been
employed to investigate the impact of higher
channel doping. The

modeled results of the surface
potential, electric {ield, threshold voltfie (V6),
subt#esh"old slope, drain current and trans_
conductance have been verified by comp"aring
*itn tnor"
arraS 3-D device simulation.

2'

"iin.

The impact of channel material engin.?lirg (i.e.-I[-v
compound semiconductor) and gate
oxide engineering on the RingFEf architeiture
t u, u."r- iirestigated which involves the
calculation of current. (Io,-%,t threshold
voltage fv.l, srt-flneshold Slope (SS), Drain
Induced Barrier Lowering(DIBi),

aisconff;;;;*eration efficiency (g.rI*).
r,u, ltso bee, investigated under
"ro"ri
and interice instability.
IoN/onr'undt

Reliability of the device.in terms or
luie leakage

different operating conditions

3'

4'

To curb the short coming of bulk RingFET,
Skin Deep Insulated
SDIE-RingFET) has been proposed tfrat incorporates'tt"-"ii..t, Extension-RingFET (i.e.
of dielectric pocket in
RingFET architecture. Performance metrics
*nicn goue*s ii" aigirur performance of the
device are mainly investigated like IoN/Iorr,
vtr, rolioff, Sub-threshold slope (SS), Device
efficiency (8./10,1, conduction bana energy (cBE)
and electronlemperature. SDIE-RingFET
shows better immunity against Short Chairnej
Effects Uy."arcirg
------' Iorr and providing a higher
IoN/Ioer ratio apart from improved threshold
voltage,orioir.
TCAD based investisflio-n

of RingFET'architecture has also been performed
for evaluating
behavior of the device high frequenly applicationr. puru*"t.r,
,r-"r, ur, cut_off frequency, max.
fransducer power gain, Siern si;i#yT;or,
Urilateral power gain, scattering parameters and
parasitic capacitance.(i't:9*ild cua)
are evaluated. Maximuri cut-off frequency
of 3.7 THz
has been achieved with n-ingrrr
6aring drain outsidet
at 32nmchannel length
which is significantly high in comparisoi
to equivaleni bulk M6SFET. Due to asymmetric
nature of RingFET architecture, lower
cut-off frequ"r.t ir-;t;.;;ed in drain inside RingFET
(i.e. 3.4 THz) compared to drain outside.

;"hil"*"

J'

To firther improve the device electrostatics,
another gate has been used at the back side
ofthe
device i'e' Double Gate onRingFET (DG-RingfE?
like
drain
current
(16,_
Vr,), trans-conductance (g*), device
una.uity uoltage (V"u) are explored and
1g.lto,;,
compared
"fn.i.n"y

il;;;;;eters

with single. gate RingFET. Linearity beiiaviour
oi oc-nirgnET has also been
in terms of third-order voltage intercept point (VIp3),
third_orlder currenf iniercept
point (IIP3), third-order inter moduiation.
distortion (IMD:) for analyzing undesirables
harmonics of the device and compareo it
wittr the single g*. u.Jrrir".tr...
assessed

6'

The impact of

gate:YSTI

engineering on the performance of

RingFET architecture i.e. Dual
Material cate RingFET (DMG:Ringrer;
has also been investigated using ATLAS
3D device
simulation for analyzing the perfonrian..if
th" d."i;fb;igj;j]".ro.-ur.". Different
oxide
material has been used tofurther improve
the gate controllability instead of using
another gate.

DMG-RingFET based NMoS-invert".

hur-i".ir'-r;ffi,"'d"ana

aso compared with
conventional RingFET based inverter.
since load resistanc" rrur1.", used in NMos
inverter.
Thus' different value of load resistances
rrur u."n used to optimize the bahaviour
of the device
for better digital performance i.e-. higher
noise margir-and inverter gain. Reliability
ofthe circuit

has also been checked under differJni
7

'

of..uting

"J"airi"*

i... t.rip".ut*" and bias voltage.

since the detection of gas molecules has
also been immensely important now a days.
Also,
MoSFET based gas sensors and chemical
sensors are mostly used
because of their low cost.
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The oxygengas sensor is generally used
by drivers to measure the partial pressure ofoxygen
in
can u" u,"o'to'p.ovide good sensitivity

:1H:[fiTi,il';Jn*:;-l]*JPli

*li,*sor

compared to planner bulk MoSFET
baseid sensors..Due to,rr"
prQssure of the gas on itsmolar.concentration,
any change in latterl'eaos to change in work
function which results in the variation oi
a.ui". elechical parameters (like Io6, and threshold
voltage etc.).

8'

a"p""i"r";;i;:^iffi'J

An open platform modeling-based device simulation
module has been developed which can be
used by students (under Graduate, Post
Graduat" una pm .toJ"riJ ofEngineering
or Applied
Science streams) to have a hands-on
on vLSI. This work focuses on development
of GUI based platform' In addition to
"*p.ri"r""
itris the developed platform has web-based interface
which gives the usermore friendly u.ra
u".*tit"
pr"rr".has been

designed
"rr,:gil:{.iir"
the frontenJir'po*...d
by HTML5/iSS3 and JavaScript, while
core.processing and anaiytic, unit is
- implemented in pyTHoN. since it is

using web2'0 technologies.
the backend

-

the

::ffi:"#i,[::::?:1]:

students .un

"u,,y

access this
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i;;o.parison to the existing
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Appendix F

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIETY

l'

Since the detection of gas molecules has
also been immensely imporlant now a days. Also,
MOSFET based gas sensors and chemical sensors
are mostly used because of their low cost.

The oxygengas sensor is generally used
by drivers t" *."rr.J til"lu.tiur pressure of oxygen
in
their breathing gas' Thus'RingriT basei gas
sensor can be used to provide good sensitivity
compared to' planner bulk MOSFET based
sensors. ou. to
dependency of the partial
pressl're of the gas on its molar concentration,
uny charg" i; hu". Ieads to change in work
function which results in the variation of device
i"ul p*u-eters (like Iorr and threshold
voltage etc.).
"i..t

tt.

2'

RingFET architecture i,
used- for high frequency application because
of high cut-off
frequency (in the range of^{:9
THz) and maxim'um frequency

oro."iiiution.

3'

An open platform modeling-based device simulation
module has been developed which can be
used by students (under Graduate, Post
Graduate and PhD students of Engineering or Applied
Science sheams) to have a hands-on experience
on vLSI. This work focuses on development
based platform. In addition to ihis the developed
gyl
has web-based interface
"{
which
gives the user more friendly and versatile
pru,ro.rn has been designed
using web2'0 technologies. The tiontend is powered
by HTML5/iSS3 and JavaScript, while
the backend - the core.processing and analytics
unit - is i-pi"*.nlo in pyrHoN. since it is
open source license, thus students .u, .uiily
access this
il;o*parison to the existing
commercial license tools.
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work done, following papers has been published in
various international journal

and international conferences.
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Analog and Linearity Perfomance Investigatiori for
Rrtc oesign,, IETE Technical
Review, pp. l-10, Jan 2017. ISSN No. 0974-5921.-tmpact
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